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Customs-Business Consultation  WHY?

– strive to maximize transparency
– customs is a partner for business
– trade facilitation
– improvement of supervision
– decrease interference in the supply chain
– to learn more about each other
– it's in our nature
Customs-Business Consultation  HOW?

A. Joint development of vision and strategy

B. Subgroups for expertise:  * Legal  
   * Enforcement  
   * Information Management

C. Related topics:  * AEO-service meetings  
   * software development  
   * implementation of legislation
Customs-Business Consultation   WHO?

Enforcement Agencies

Business associations; coverage of all partners in the customs related supply chain
- shippers
- importers
- exporters
- airlines
- handling companies
- shipping lines
- shipping agents
- stevedores
- logistic service providers
- customs brokers
Customs-Business Consultation  WHAT?

* service level of customs
* general questions on execution of law
* planning the implementation of new legislation
* exchange of best and bad practices
* exchange of views on implementation of new legislation
* planning of changes in automated systems and software
* enforcement level and strategy
* where needed: explanation on the reason for control levels
Collaboration with trade:

Customs is a partner or an advisor in Trade based supply chain projects
- safety & security
- optimizing the supply chain
- improvement of customs supervision

Customs/Government - Trade - Academia

Goal: innovation

a model where customs formalities and supervision for legitimate trade are fully aligned with business logistics
“The classic view of customs will continue as an institution of revenue and taxation but extended with a contribution to safety & security for society and with new technology and new concepts updated to the rhythm of the development of trade”
Thank you very much for your attention
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